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FOR REPRESENTATIONS OF FINITE GROUPS
EMANUELE PACIFICI
Abstract. It is well known that if D is an irreducible complex representation
of a finite group G , then every direct summand of the restriction of D to a
subgroup H must have degree at least as large as the degree of D divided by
the index |G : H| ; moreover, D is induced from H if and only if the restriction
does have a direct summand whose dimension is equal to this quotient. This
paper explores the possibility of an analogous result for tensor induction, under
the additional assumption that D is faithful, quasi-primitive and not a tensor
product (of projective representations of degree greater than 1), and that the
Fitting subgroup F (G) is not in the center Z(G) . The main question is this:
if the restriction has a (projective) tensor factor whose degree is the |G : H| th
root of the degree of D , does it follow that D is tensor induced from H ?
Among other results, examples are given to show that the answer can be
negative when the index is 2. An affirmative answer is proved for normal
subgroups of odd index, and also for arbitrary subgroups of odd prime index.
As might be expected, the key lies in the study of F (G)/Z(G) as a symplectic
module over a finite prime field; in particular, in exploring the connection
between (ordinary) induction and form-induction of such modules.
Key words and phrases. Representations of finite groups, tensor factorization,
tensor induction, symplectic modules.
Introduction
The general aim of this work is to analyse, from a particular point of view,
the ‘multiplicative structure’ of quasi-primitive complex representations of finite
groups. All the abstract groups considered throughout the paper are meant to be
finite. All the representations will be finite dimensional and, whenever no explicit
indication is given, over the complex field.
I. An irreducible representation of a group is called quasi-primitive if its restric-
tion to every normal subgroup is homogeneous, that is, it has pairwise equivalent
irreducible constituents. As it is well known, given an irreducible representation D
of a group G , Clifford’s Theorem ([3, 11.1]) enables us to ‘recognize’ a subgroup
H of G , and a quasi-primitive representation T of H , such that D is induced by
T from H ; in other words, D can be constructed in a well understood way (which
exploits the additive structure of representations) by means of T , and in this sense
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quasi-primitive representations may be viewed as ‘building blocks’ for irreducible
representations.
As there seems to be no general method to exploit further the additive struc-
ture of quasi-primitive representations (recall also that, by a theorem of Berger
[10, 11.33], in the context of solvable groups quasi-primitivity is the same as primi-
tivity), it appears convenient to investigate these objects from a multiplicative point
of view. More explicitly, given a group G and a quasi-primitive representation D
of G , it is relevant to understand if and how D can be decomposed as a tensor
product of projective representations of G (tensor factorization for quasi-primitive
representations is studied, for instance, in [4] and [13]).
The subsequent step, and the starting point for the present discussion, is to
focus on quasi-primitive representations which do not admit any tensor factorization
(see Definition 3.1). Let G be a group which has a faithful, quasi-primitive, and
tensor-indecomposable representation D ; the existence of such a representation
implies a strong restriction on the structure of G . Namely, denoting by F the
Fitting subgroup (which is assumed noncentral) of G , and by Z the centre of
G , the section F/Z turns out to be itself a simple G-module over a prime field
(see Lemma 3.5(a)). Moreover, the module F/Z carries a nonsingular symplectic
form which is G-invariant. This is the natural context in which the method of
tensor induction plays a significant role (tensor induction is a process defined in
analogy with ordinary induction, and it can be thought as a transposition of it
to a multiplicative context; see Section 1). In particular, we can ask whether
the representation D is tensor-induced by a projective representation of a proper
subgroup H of G . The deep link between tensor induction for D and the additive
structure of the symplectic module F/Z is observed and discussed by T. R. Berger
in [1] and in [2]. Moreover, a theorem by L. G. Kovács ([11, Section 6]) can be
paraphrased by saying that D is tensor-induced by a projective representation of
H if F/Z is form-induced from H (form induction is a kind of ordinary induction
in which also the structure given by the symplectic form is taken in account; see
Definition 3.3). Theorem 3.7 in this paper completes the picture, proving that, if
D is a faithful, quasi-primitive, tensor-indecomposable representation of G , and
if H is a subgroup of G , then a bijection can be constructed between the set of
(equivalence classes of) projective representations of H which tensor-induce D ,
and the set of H -submodules of F/Z which form-induce F/Z .
II. We mentioned that a significant analogy can be established between ordinary
induction and tensor induction, and in general between additive and multiplicative
methods in the representation theory of finite groups. Nevertheless, as we shall
see, such an analogy is far from being complete. We present next the main prob-
lem discussed in paper; the analysis of it will emphasize several aspects of this
incompleteness.
The concept of ordinary induction is closely related to the concept of restriction;
indeed, from the point of view of modules and categories, ordinary induction may
be characterized as adjoint to restriction (on both sides). As a consequence of
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this fact, we have the following well known ‘reciprocity’. Let D be an irreducible
representation of G , and T a representation of the subgroup H ; then D is induced
by T from H if and only if T appears as a direct summand in the restriction
D↓H and degD = |G : H|deg T . Since tensor induction may be interpreted as
the multiplicative counterpart of ordinary induction, one could try to formulate a
parallel statement, as follows.
Let D be a faithful, quasi-primitive and tensor-indecomposable representation
of G , and P a projective representation of the subgroup H . Then D is tensor-
induced by P from H if and only if P appears as a tensor factor in D↓H and
degD = (degP )|G:H| .
In a weaker form, one may ask whether (in the same setting) D is tensor-induced
from H if and only if D↓H has a tensor factor of degree (degD)
1/|G:H| (D not
being tensor-induced necessarily by that tensor factor).
This question has been proposed by L. G. Kovács, and the core of the present
work consists in studying it, mainly in the context of solvable groups (the state-
ment above appears in the paper as Conjecture 4.1, which has a strong and a weak
version); the original motivation for this kind of analysis is to seek a way of char-
acterizing tensor induction in an ‘internal’ fashion (similarly to what happens for
ordinary induction), and to clarify the relationship between tensor induction and re-
striction. Moreover, as Theorem 10.3 shows, even the weak version of Conjecture 4.1
(in the cases in which it is confirmed) provides a good test for tensor induction,
since the results of [13] control all the possible factorizations of D↓H . We also
mention that some effective computational algorithms for the internal recognition
of tensor products (and of tensor induction) have been developed and implemented
by C. R. Leedham-Green and E. A. O’Brien in [12].
Our approach to Conjecture 4.1 consists of a chain of subsequent reductions,
which may be outlined as follows. First of all, the characterization of tensor induc-
tion achieved in Section 3 enables us to transpose the problem into a more accessible
additive setting. Indeed, Conjecture 4.1 appears to be deeply linked to a statement
(Conjecture 4.3) which establishes a connection between ordinary induction and
form induction for symplectic modules over finite fields. Conjecture 4.3 presents a
strong and a weak version as well.
At this level, it is already possible to show that Conjectures 4.1 and 4.3 both fail
in their strong version, and also in the weak one if the index of the subgroup H in
G is not assumed to be odd (this is achieved in Examples 5.1 and 5.2). What is then
left is to concentrate on the weak versions of the conjectures, with the additional
assumption that |G : H| is odd.
The successive reductions are obtained through an analysis of the relationship
between modules and bilinear forms, which is developed in Sections 6 and 7 (Re-
mark 7.5 and Lemma 7.7 are particularly important). Given that, we are in a
position to obtain positive results. Namely, the weak versions of Conjectures 4.1
and 4.3 are proved to be true for normal subgroups of odd index (see Theorems 8.2
and 8.3), and this, together with Example 5.2, provides a full understanding of
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what happens in this context with respect to normal subgroups. As regards sub-
groups which are not necessarily normal, Theorems 10.1 and 10.2 show that the two
(weak) conjectures are true for subgroups whose index is an (odd) prime. These are
proved after two crucial results (Theorems 9.7 and 9.10), concerning the structure
of modules induced from maximal subgroups, are established. At this stage it is
also worth remarking that Example 5.1, which disproves the strong versions of 4.1
and 4.3, involves a normal subgroup of odd prime index.
What remains to be understood is whether Conjectures 4.1 and 4.3 are valid for
not normal subgroups whose index is odd, but not necessarily a prime. This is left
as an open problem. However, extending Theorem 9.7 (if possible) to subgroups
having index a power of an odd prime could be a decisive step in order to achieve
the final answer.
To conclude, the last section of the paper contains an example (11.1) whose aim
is to clarify some issues arising from Sections 7 and 9. Moreover, Example 11.1
appears as a ‘summary’ of awkward behaviours of form induction (with respect
to ordinary induction), and it illustrates unexpected situations in the structure of
induced modules.
1. Projective representations and tensor induction
Let G be a group, F a field, and d a positive integer; a map P : G→ GL(d,F) is
called a projective representation of G (of degree d , over the field F) if the map P̄ ,
defined as the composite of P with the natural homomorphism of GL(d,F) onto
PGL(d,F), is a homomorphism. Such a P is called irreducible if the preimage
of P̄ (G) in GL(d,F) is an irreducible linear group. Since any representation is
clearly also a projective representation, sometimes, for the sake of emphasis, a
representation in the classical sense will be referred to as a genuine representation.
If P1 and P2 are projective representations of G having the same degree d , then
they are called equivalent if P̄2 is the composite of P̄1 with an inner automorphism
of PGL(d,F). In this case we write P̄1 ' P̄2 ; also, we denote by [P ] the equivalence
class of a projective representation P modulo the equivalence relation which arises
in this way.
Projective representations are important in the present context because it is pos-
sible to define the concept of inner tensor product (and, consequently, of tensor in-
duction) for them, and such a product may yield a genuine representation. If P1 and
P2 are projective representations of G over F , having degrees c and d respectively,
then the map P1 ⊗ P2 : G→ GL(cd,F), defined by (P1 ⊗ P2)(g) := P1(g)⊗ P2(g)
for all g in G , is a projective representation of G (the symbol ‘⊗ ’ denotes here
the usual Kronecker product of matrices); this projective representation is called
the inner tensor product of P1 and P2 .
In view of the fact that two different concepts of equivalence are defined for
genuine representations (depending on whether they are regarded as genuine or as
projective representations), it is sometimes convenient to emphasize the distinction,
speaking of the genuine-equivalence type or the projective-equivalence type of a
representation. It is clear that, if D1 and D2 are genuine representations of G ,
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then D̄1 ' D̄2 holds if and only if there exists a 1-dimensional representation λ of
G such that D2 and λ⊗D1 are genuine-equivalent.
We recall next the concept of tensor induction, which is really central in our
discussion. Let H be a subgroup of G having index n , and P a projective repre-
sentation of H ; tensor induction, applied to P , yields a projective representation
of G whose degree is (degP )n . Some preparation is needed in order to give the
precise definition.
First, let π denote the usual permutation representation of G on the set Ω
of right H -cosets (the action of G on Ω is given by right multiplication), and let
{g1, . . . , gn} be a right transversal for H in G . For any x in G and i in {1, . . . , n} ,
let h(i, x) be the (uniquely determined) element of H such that gix = h(i, x)gi(xπ)
holds; if now ϕ : G→ H oSn is the map defined by xϕ := (h(1, x), . . . , h(n, x))(xπ)
for all x in G , then ϕ turns out to be a monomorphism of groups (see [3, 13.3]).
Next, following [11], we denote by P o Sn : H o Sn → GL(degP,F) o Sn the
map which associates an element (h1, . . . , hn)σ to (P (h1), . . . , P (hn))σ , and by
k : GL(degP,F) o Sn → GL((degP )
n,F) the homomorphism whose restriction
to the base group is given by the n -fold Kronecker product, whereas the restric-
tion of k to the top group is an isomorphism to one distinguished subgroup of
GL((degP )n,F): the elements of such a subgroup are permutation matrices, whose
action by conjugation on the image of the base group corresponds to permuting the
Kronecker factors.
We are now in a position to give the definition of tensor-induced representation.
Definition 1.1. Let G be a group, H a subgroup of G of index n , F a field, and
P a projective representation of H over F . We define P↑⊗G: G→ GL((degP )n,F)
as the composite map ϕ(P oSn)k . Such a map is a projective representation of G ,
whose equivalence type is not affected by any of the (several) choices involved in
the defining process (for instance, a right transversal for H in G has to be fixed).
Also, if P ′ is a projective representation of H equivalent to P , then (P ′)↑⊗G is
equivalent to P↑⊗G as well. Any projective representation of G which is equivalent
to P↑⊗G is said to be tensor-induced by P from H .
It is clear that, if T is a genuine representation of H , then the tensor-induced
representation T↑⊗G is also genuine. In order to emphasize that tensor induction
may be viewed as the multiplicative transposition of ordinary induction of genuine
representations, we remark that the latter can be defined in close analogy with
1.1. Indeed, the induced representation T ↑G can be defined as the composite
map ϕ(T oSn)m , where m : GL(deg T,F) oSn → GL(n deg T,F) is the usual ‘block
monomial’ embedding. Nevertheless, as observed in [11], while there are alternative
ways to define induction which are completely ‘choice-free’, nothing similar seems
to be known so far for tensor induction.
We conclude the section introducing some more notations.
Definition 1.2. Let G be a group, and H a subgroup of G . If P1 and P2 are
projective representations of G , then we denote by P̄1 ⊗ P̄2 the homomorphism
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P1 ⊗ P2 . If P is a projective representation of H , then we denote by P̄ ↑
⊗G the
homomorphism P↑⊗G .
2. Two results on tensor factorization
For later use, we recall the statements of two results concerning tensor factor-
ization of complex representations. Proofs may be found in [13, 2.5 and 2.8].
Lemma 2.1. Let F be a group whose centre Z is cyclic, and such that F/Z is
abelian of squarefree exponent; then the following properties hold:
(a) if K is a subgroup of F such that Z(K) = Z , then F is the (central) product
of K and CF (K) ;
(b) if P is an irreducible projective representation of F with Z ≤ ker P̄ , then we
have (degP )2 = |F : ker P̄ | ;
(c) if D is a faithful irreducible representation of F , and D̄ ' P̄1 ⊗ P̄2 where P1
and P2 are projective representations of F , then we have F = ker P̄1 · ker P̄2 ;
(d) with the same assumptions as in (c), if K is the kernel of P̄1 , then Z(K) coin-
cides with Z ; moreover, denoting by L the kernel of P̄2 , we have L = CF (K) .
Theorem 2.2. Let G be a group with centre Z and Fitting subgroup F , and H a
subgroup of G containing F ; also, let D be a faithful quasi-primitive representation
of G such that D↓F is irreducible. There is a bijection between the set of all the
pairs ([P1], [P2]) , where P1 and P2 are projective representations of H such that
D̄↓H' P̄1 ⊗ P̄2 , and the set of normal subgroups K of H such that K ≤ F and
Z(K) = Z(H) hold. In particular, such a bijection can be constructed by mapping
([P1], [P2]) to K := ker(P̄1↓F ) .
Observe that, if in 2.2 the subgroup H is the whole G , then the second set
involved in the mentioned bijection is precisely the interval [Z,F ] in the lattice of
normal subgroups of G .
3. Form induction for symplectic modules and tensor induction
In this section we start our analysis of tensor induction for quasi-primitive rep-
resentations. As mentioned in the Introduction, we focus on representations for
which the process of tensor factorization yields no reduction; more precisely, we
shall be dealing with tensor-indecomposable representations, in the following sense.
Definition 3.1. Let G be a group, and D a representation of G . Then D is
called tensor-indecomposable if there do not exist two projective representations
P1 and P2 of G , whose degrees are greater than 1, such that D̄ ' P̄1 ⊗ P̄2 .
Let G be a group, and D a faithful, quasi-primitive, tensor-indecomposable
representation of G ; assume also that a subgroup H of G is fixed. Our first aim,
to which this section is devoted, is to achieve a ‘parametrization’ of all the ways
in which D can be tensor-induced by a projective representation of H . As such
a characterization is obtained in terms of the additive structure of a particular
symplectic module (which ‘comes’ from the group structure of G), we recall next
some relevant definitions.
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Definition 3.2. Let G be a group, F a field, V an FG-module, and f a bilinear
F -form defined on (the underlying vector space of) V ; if f(ug, vg) = f(u, v) holds
for all u , v in V and g in G , then f is called G-invariant.
Definition 3.3. Let G be a group, H a subgroup of G , F a field, V a simple
FG-module, and W a submodule of V ↓H . Assume that a G-invariant nonsingular
symplectic F -form f is defined on V (in this case, V is also called a symplectic
module with respect to f ); assume also the following conditions:
(a) the restriction of f to W ×W , which is an H -invariant symplectic F -form on
W , is nonsingular;
(b) the translate W g lies in W⊥ for all g in G such that W g 6= W ;
(c) V is induced by W from H .
Then we say that V is form-induced by W (with respect to f ) from H .
In what follows we shall take advantage from the ‘Tensor Induction Theorem’ of
L. G. Kovács ([11, Section 6]), which is stated in a partial and paraphrased form
as Theorem 3.4; the subsequent lemma will provide, besides other information, a
converse for it.
Theorem 3.4. Let G be a (not necessarily finite) group with a faithful, quasi-
primitive and tensor-indecomposable representation D . Let L be a noncentral
subgroup which centralizes all its conjugates in G except perhaps itself, and set
NG(L) = H . Then D is tensor-induced by a projective representation P of H
such that ker P̄ = CG(L) .
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a group with centre Z and noncentral Fitting subgroup
F , and let D be a faithful, quasi-primitive, tensor-indecomposable representation
of G . Assume that H is a subgroup of G of index n , {g1 = 1, . . . , gn} is a
right transversal for H in G , and P is a projective representation of H such that
D̄ ' P̄↑⊗G . Then the following properties hold.
(a) F/Z is a chief factor of G , therefore an elementary abelian p-group for a
suitable prime p . As a GF (p)[G]-module (G acting by conjugation), F/Z
carries a G-invariant nonsingular symplectic form which comes from taking
commutators in F .
(b) H contains F , thus it is possible to define the subgroups K := ker(P̄↓F ) and
L := CF (K) .






j ) for all y in F , then we have
D̄↓F' P̄↓F ⊗Q̄, ker Q̄ = L and F = KL;
(d) The GF (p)[G]-module F/Z is form-induced by L/Z from H , with respect to
the form of (a).
(e) P ↓L is irreducible, and there exists an irreducible genuine representation S
of L such that P̄ ↓L= S̄ . Moreover, the projective-equivalence type of P is
uniquely determined by L and the genuine-equivalence type of D .
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Proof of (a). Observe that, D being quasi-primitive and F being noncentral, the
restriction of D to F is irreducible (otherwise, by a theorem of Clifford ([3, 11.20]),
D would have a tensor decomposition). Applying Schur’s Lemma, we see that
CG(F ) lies in Z , hence we get Z(F ) = Z . Moreover, since G has a faithful quasi-
primitive representation, F/Z is abelian of squarefree exponent (see for instance
[4, 1.4]), so that F is a group as in the hypothesis of 2.1. Now, the assumption of
tensor indecomposability for D , together with 2.2, yields that F/Z is a chief factor
of G , hence a simple GF (p)[G] -module for a suitable prime p . Also, as F/Z is an
elementary abelian p-group, we have that F ′ lies in Z and it has order p ; therefore
we can choose a generator (x say) for F ′ , and define a map α : F × F → GF (p)
by means of the following relations:
[y1, y2] = x
α(y1,y2) for all y1, y2 in F .
If we now define a map f : F/Z×F/Z → GF (p) by setting f(Zy1, Zy2) := α(y1, y2),
then it is straightforward to check that f is a G -invariant nonsingular symplectic
form on F/Z .
Proof of (b). As a general fact, we observe that the kernel of a homomorphism
of the kind P̄↑⊗G (P being a projective representation of H ) is the normal core of
ker P̄ in G (if z is in ker(P̄↑⊗G), which means that P↑⊗G(z) is a scalar matrix,
then z permutes trivially the right H -cosets in its action by right multiplication;
hence z lies in coreG(H), and P↑





j ). Now P (zg
−1
j )
is forced to be a scalar matrix for all j in {1, . . . , n}). In our context, this implies
in particular that H contains Z . Consider now a minimal normal subgroup N/Z
of G/Z ; since F/Z is also minimal normal in G/Z , we have [N,F ] ≤ Z , so that
[N,F,N ] = [F,N,N ] = 1. Applying the ‘Three Subgroups Lemma’ (see [6, 2.2.3]),
we get [N,N,F ] = 1, whence [N,N ] ≤ Z , and this means that N/Z is abelian. By
the discussion above, it is clear that F/Z is the unique minimal normal subgroup
of G/Z . If claim (b) were false, then H/Z would be core-free in G/Z , so that G/Z
would be embedded in Sn . Now, (degP )
n = degD is a divisor of |G/Z| , and this
yields a contradiction, since n! is not divisible by any n -th power.
Proof of (c). This is clear, since F is contained in the normal core of H in G ,
and therefore it acts trivially by right multiplication on the right H -cosets. The
remaining claims follow immediately from parts (c) and (d) of Lemma 2.1.
Proof of (d). We know that, for any element l of L , the matrix Q(l) is given
by P (lg
−1
2 ) ⊗ · · · ⊗ P (lg
−1
n ), and it is a scalar matrix. This forces Lg
−1
j to be
contained in K for all j in {2, . . . , n} , hence we have [Lg
−1
j , L] = 1 and therefore
[L,Lgj ] = 1 for all j in {2, . . . , n} . This means exactly that (L/Z)g is contained
in (L/Z)⊥ , with respect to the symplectic form defined in (a), for all g with
(L/Z)g 6= L/Z . Applying now Lemma 2.1(b), we get |L/Z| = |F/K| = (degP )2 ,
and also |F/Z| = (degD)2 = (degP )2n ; therefore L/Z is a submodule of (F/Z)↓H
such that n dim(L/Z) = dim(F/Z). This is sufficient to conclude that F/Z is
induced by L/Z from H and, as the relevant symplectic form is clearly nonsingular
on L/Z , the claim follows.
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Proof of (e). Since the restriction of P to F is irreducible and F = KL , where
K is the kernel of P̄ ↓F , it is clear that P ↓L is irreducible. Recalling Defini-
tion 1.1, there exists an element A of GL(degD,C) and a map λ of G to C×
such that λ(h)A−1D(h)A = (P (h) ⊗ X(h))Y (h) for all h in H , where X(h)
is in GL((degP )n−1,C), and Y (h) is a permutation matrix (on n objects) in
GL(degD,C), which fixes (acting by conjugation) the first Kronecker factor. If l
is an element of L , then we get λ(l)A−1D(l)A = P (l)⊗µ(l)I
(degP )
n−1 , where µ is
a map of L to C× . Defining now S : L→ GL(degP,C) by S(l) := λ(l)−1µ(l)P (l)
for all l in L , we see that S is an irreducible genuine representation of L such that
P̄↓L= S̄ . From D(l
h) = D(l)D(h) we obtain now
S(lh)⊗ I
(degP )
n−1 = S(l)P (h) ⊗ I
(degP )
n−1 ,
whence S(lh) = S(l)P (h) for all h in H and l in L . Since the genuine-equivalence
type of S is uniquely determined by L and by the genuine-equivalence type of D ,
it is not hard to see (using Schur’s Lemma) that also the last part of claim (e)
holds.
After the next definition, we shall be in a position to prove the main result of
this section, which shows that the concepts of form induction and tensor induction
are related to each other (in the present context) in a very strong sense.
Definition 3.6. Let G be a group with centre Z and Fitting subgroup F ; let
H be a subgroup of G , and D a faithful, quasi-primitive, tensor-indecomposable
representation of G . We define the sets
T ↑⊗GH :=
{
[P ] : P is a projective representation of H such that D̄ ' P̄ ↑⊗G
}
and F ↑GH :=
{
L : Z ≤ L ≤ F and F/Z is form-induced by L/Z from H
}
, where
form induction is meant with respect to the symplectic form defined in Lemma 3.5(a).
Theorem 3.7. Let G be a group with centre Z and noncentral Fitting subgroup
F , and let H be a subgroup of G ; also, let D be a faithful, quasi-primitive, tensor-
indecomposable representation of G . There exists a bijection between the set T ↑⊗GH
and the set F↑GH . In particular, such a bijection can be constructed by mapping an
element [P ] of T ↑⊗GH to L := CF (ker(P̄↓F )) .
Proof. Let L be an element of F↑GH ; then L is a noncentral subgroup of G which
centralizes all its conjugates in G except perhaps itself, and NG(L) = H . We can
therefore apply the Tensor Induction Theorem (3.4), and conclude that there exists
a projective representation P of H such that D̄ ' P̄↑⊗G and ker(P̄↓F ) = CF (L).
Since L is contained in CF (ker(P̄ ↓F )), and both CF (ker(P̄ ↓F ))/Z and L/Z in-
duce F/Z from H , it is clear that L = CF (ker(P̄ ↓F )). Now, by Lemma 3.5(e),
the projective-equivalence type of P depends only on L and on the genuine-
equivalence type of D , hence we can consistently define a map α from F↑GH to




H be the map defined by
β([P ]) := CF (ker(P̄ ↓F )); from (b) and (d) of Lemma 3.5 it follows that this is a
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good definition and, since it is clear that the β so defined is a two-sided inverse to
α , the result is proved.
4. Two conjectures
As recalled in the Introduction, ordinary induction and restriction for genuine
representations are deeply linked to each other, and one feature of such a good
relationship is the fact that restriction provides a kind of ‘internal characterization’
for induction: if D is an irreducible representation of a group G , and T is a
representation of a subgroup H of G , then D ' T↑G holds if and only if T is an
irreducible constituent of D↓H with |G : H|deg T = degD .
Our general aim is to seek an internal characterization of this kind for tensor
induction. In view of the analogy between additive and multiplicative methods in
the representation theory (or, also, in order to achieve a better understanding of
such an analogy, which to a great extent has to be clarified), we are led to formulate
the following conjecture; in its strong version, it transposes to a multiplicative
setting the ‘if part’ of the property of ordinary induction mentioned in the previous
paragraph.
Conjecture 4.1. Let G be a group, H a subgroup of G , and D a faithful, quasi-
primitive, tensor-indecomposable representation of G . If we have D̄↓H' P̄1 ⊗ P̄2 ,
where P1 and P2 are projective representations of H , and (degP2)
|G:H| = degD ,
then D̄ ' P̄2↑
⊗G holds (strong version of the conjecture) or, at least, there exists
a projective representation P of H such that D̄ ' P̄↑⊗G holds (weak version of
the conjecture).
Observe that the converse of Conjecture 4.1 (in the strong version) is an easy
consequence of the definitions.
In this paper we analyse Conjecture 4.1 assuming solvability for the group G ,
although the results will be in some cases more general. The following Lemma 4.2
will enable us to exploit, in this analysis, the link between tensor induction and
form induction. Recall that the hypotheses of 4.2 determine a situation in which
the section F (G)/Z(G) (in the relevant group G) can be thought as a simple
GF (p)[G] -module, for a suitable prime p , with respect to the conjugation action
of G ; moreover, that module is endowed with a particular G-invariant nonsingular
symplectic GF (p)-form (see Lemma 3.5(a)).
Lemma 4.2. Let G be a group with centre Z and noncentral Fitting subgroup F ,
and let H be a subgroup of G ; also, let D be a faithful, quasi-primitive, tensor-
indecomposable representation of G . Assume that we have D̄↓H' P̄1⊗P̄2 , where P1
and P2 are projective representations of H ; if degP2 is not 1 , and (degP2)
|G:H|
is a divisor of degD , then the following conclusions hold:
(a) the degree of D is equal to (degP2)
|G:H| ;
(b) denoting by K the kernel of P̄1 ↓F , we have that K/Z is a submodule of
(F/Z)↓H which induces F/Z from H . Moreover, the symplectic form on F/Z
defined in 3.5(a) is nonsingular (that is, it does not vanish) on K/Z .
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Proof. Assume the lemma proved for subgroups which contain Z , and consider
the subgroup M := HZ . For any given x in M , let h and z be elements, of H and
Z respectively, such that x = hz ; we define the maps R̄i : M → PGL(degPi,C)
(for i in {1, 2}) by setting R̄i(x) := P̄i(h) for all x in M . This is certainly
a good definition; moreover, it is easily checked that R1 and R2 are projective
representations of M , and that D̄↓M' R̄1 ⊗ R̄2 holds. Since (degR2)
|G:M | is a
divisor of (degR2)
|G:H| = (degP2)
|G:H| , clearly (degR2)
|G:M | is a divisor of degD ;
now the lemma yields (degR2)
|G:M | = degD , so that M = H .
At this stage it is clear that we can assume H ≥ Z and, as in Lemma 3.5(b), we
see that H is forced to contain F .
Consider now the subgroup K := ker(P̄1↓F ). By Lemma 3.5(a), F/Z is a chief
factor of G , hence its order is a power of some prime p ; recalling Lemma 2.1(b,c)
we see that |K/Z| = (degP2)
2 , thus degP2 = p
r for a suitable integer r , and
|K/Z| = p2r . Similarly we have |F/Z| = (degD)2 and, since (degP2)
|G:H|
is a divisor of degD , we have degD = pr|G:H|+w for some integer w , whence
|F/Z| = p2(r|G:H|+w) . Clearly K/Z is a submodule of (F/Z)↓H and, looking at
the dimensions of K/Z and F/Z as GF (p)-vector spaces, we conclude that w = 0
(hence claim (a) is proved) and that K/Z induces F/Z from H . Finally, the rele-
vant symplectic form on F/Z is nonsingular on K/Z , since we have F = KCF (K)
(here we use Lemma 2.1(c,d)), and therefore F/Z = K/Z ⊕ (K/Z)⊥ .
Observe that, in the setting of the previous lemma, the tensor factor P2 does
tensor-induce D provided K/Z form-induces F/Z ; indeed, if this is the case, The-
orem 3.4 yields a projective representation P of H such that D̄ ' P̄ ↑⊗G and
ker(P̄ ↓F ) = CF (K). Now, we know that any projective representation which
tensor-induces D from H is a tensor factor of D↓H , that is, there exists a pro-
jective representation Y of H such that D̄↓H' Ȳ ⊗ P̄ holds; but we also have
D̄ ↓H' P̄1 ⊗ P̄2 and, since the kernel of P̄2 ↓F is also CF (K) (Lemma 2.1(d)),
Theorem 2.2 ensures that P and P2 are equivalent.
At this stage, it is easily seen that Conjecture 4.2 for groups with noncentral
Fitting subgroup is proved (in the strong or in the weak version) if the following
statement can be proved (in its strong or weak version, accordingly).
Conjecture 4.3. Let G be a group, H a subgroup of G , F a finite field, V a
simple FG-module, and W a submodule of V ↓H . Assume also that V carries a
G -invariant nonsingular symplectic F -form f which does not vanish on W . If V
is induced by W from H , then V is also form-induced (with respect to f ) by W
from H (strong version of the conjecture) or, at least, V is form-induced (with
respect to f ) from H , not necessarily by W (weak version of the conjecture).
We are now in a position to draw some negative conclusions towards the two
conjectures.
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5. Some negative answers to the conjectures
Two examples are presented next. The first of them involves a solvable group
G which has a faithful, primitive, tensor-indecomposable representation D of de-
gree 53 , and which has a normal subgroup H of index 3; there exist projective rep-
resentations P1 and P2 of H such that D̄↓H' P̄1⊗ P̄2 , and such that degP2 = 5;
nevertheless, D is not tensor-induced by P2 from H (this is essentially obtained by
constructing a counterexample for the strong version of Conjecture 4.3). In other
words, Conjecture 4.1 in the strong version is disproved (in the solvable case), thus
the analogy between ordinary induction and tensor induction can not be pursued
as far as we could initially hope, even if the subgroup involved is normal of odd
prime index.
The second example, also solvable, shows that both conjectures fail also in the
weak versions, in a situation in which the subgroup H has index 2.
Example 5.1. Consider the group
E := 〈a, b : a5 = b5 = [a, b]5 = 1, [a, b, a] = [a, b, b] = 1〉
(E is the extraspecial 5-group of order 53 and exponent 5). Let σ be the element
of Aut(E) which maps a to b , and b to b−1a−1 ; σ has order 3, and it is the
identity on E′ . Consider now the automorphism τ of E × E × E defined by
(x, y, z)τ := (zσ, x, y); if E0 is the subgroup of E × E × E which consists of the
elements (x, y, z) in E′ × E′ × E′ such that xyz = 1, we see that E0 is invariant
under τ . Thus, τ is an automorphism (of order 9) of the extraspecial 5-group
F := (E × E × E)/E0 . If C9 is a 9-cycle with generator t , we form a semidirect
product G := FoC9 by setting f
t := fτ for all f in F ; G has order 32 · 57 , and
it has a normal subgroup of index 3, namely H := Fo〈t3〉 .
Choose next an irreducible character ϕ of F with ϕ(1) 6= 1 (hence ϕ is faithful
of degree 53 ); since τ centralizes Z(F ), the inertia subgroup of ϕ in G is the
whole G (see [8, 7.5]). This, together with the fact that G/F is cyclic, ensures
([8, 22.3]) that there exists an irreducible character χ of G whose restriction to
F is ϕ . Also, F is the Fitting subgroup of G , whence χ is faithful and we have
Z(F ) = Z(H) = Z(G). Denoting Z(F ) by Z , we observe that F/Z is a simple
GF (5)[G] -module. Finally, χ is primitive, as G does not have any proper subgroup
whose index is a divisor of 53 . At this stage Theorem 2.2 yields that, denoting by
D a representation of G affording χ , D is tensor-indecomposable.
Consider now the simple GF (5)[G] -module F/Z . As in Lemma 3.5(a), we de-
fine a G -invariant nonsingular symplectic form on it by taking commutators in F .
Denoting by y1 the right Z -coset of E0(a, 1, 1), and by y2 the right Z -coset of
E0(b, 1, 1), the subspace Y := 〈y1, y2〉 is indeed an anisotropic simple submod-
ule of (F/Z)↓H (that is, the relevant form does not vanish on it), and we have
F/Z = Y⊥Y t⊥Y t
2










2 } , the form is
given by a block-scalar matrix, each diagonal block being a hyperbolic plane. If
now W is the subspace spanned by (0,−1, 0,−1, 0,−1) and (1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1), it is
clear that W is an anisotropic simple submodule of (F/Z)↓H , such that W
t is
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not contained in W⊥ ; in other words, W induces F/Z without form-inducing it
(using the results of the following sections it can be shown that, among the 525
anisotropic simple submodules of (F/Z)↓H , only 21 form-induce F/Z ).
We can now achieve the conclusion: let L be the subgroup of G such that
L/Z = W ; we clearly have F = LCF (L), thus Z(L) coincides with Z , and
Theorem 2.2 yields that there exist projective representations P1 and P2 of H such
that D̄↓H' P̄1 ⊗ P̄2 and L = ker(P̄1↓F ). Moreover, we have (degP2)
2 = |L/Z| ,
hence P2 has degree 5; but if D were tensor-induced by P2 then, by Theorem 3.7,
L = CF (ker P̄2↓F ) would provide (by taking L/Z ) a submodule of (F/Z)↓H which
form-induces F/Z . As observed, this is definitely not the case.
Example 5.2. Consider the group E as in the previous example. In Aut(E) there
exist an element i which maps a to b−1 and b to a , and an element j which maps
a to a2 and b to b−2 ; it is easy to check that i and j generate in Aut(E) a
subgroup K which is isomorphic to the quaternion group of order 8, and which
centralizes E′ . Let now C2 be a 2-cycle with generator x ; denoting by M the
semidirect product EoK , we have that E × E is a normal subgroup of M o C2 .
Moreover, if E0 is the subgroup of E×E consisting of the elements (q, r) in E
′×E′
such that qr = 1, then E0 is also normal in M o C2 . In particular, K o C2 acts as
a group of automorphisms on the extraspecial 5-group F := (E × E)/E0 ; also, it
is straightforward that Z(F ) is centralized by K o C2 . Consider now the elements
t := (i, 1)x and s := (j, j)x in K oC2 ; the subgroup Q of K oC2 generated by t and
s is isomorphic to the quaternion group of order 16. We are finally in a position
to define the group G := FoQ , and its subgroup H := Fo〈t2, s〉 (observe that
〈t2, s〉 is isomorphic to the quaternion group of order 8).
Consider next an irreducible character ϕ of F such that ϕ(1) 6= 1. As in 5.1,
ϕ is faithful of degree 52 , its inertia subgroup in G is all of G and, since we have
(|F |, |G : F |) = 1, there exists an irreducible character χ of G whose restriction to
F is ϕ (see [8, 22.3]). Also, F is the Fitting subgroup of G , hence χ is faithful
and Z(F ) = Z(H) = Z(G). Denoting by Z the centre of F , F/Z is a simple
GF (5)[G] -module; moreover, G does not have any proper subgroup whose index
divides 52 , so that χ is primitive and the representation D of G which affords χ
is tensor-indecomposable.
The simple GF (5)[G] -module F/Z is endowed with the usual G-invariant non-
singular symplectic form which arises by taking commutators in F ; if we choose,
as a basis for F/Z , the right Z -cosets of E0(a, 1), E0(b, 1), E0(1, a) and E0(1, b)
(let us denote them by v1 , v2 , v3 and v4 ), we see that the form is given by a
block-scalar matrix having hyperbolic planes as diagonal blocks. Moreover, t maps
v1 to −v4 , v2 to v3 , v3 to v1 and v4 to v2 , whereas s maps v1 to 2v3 , v2 to
−2v4 , v3 to 2v1 and v4 to −2v2 . It is now easy to check that the subspace W of
F/Z spanned by (1, 0, 1, 0) and (0, 1, 0, 1) is an anisotropic simple submodule of
(F/Z)↓H , such that W
t is not contained in W⊥ . If (F/Z)↓H were inhomogeneous,
its only proper nonzero submodules would be the two homogeneous components, so
we would be forced to have W t = W⊥ . Thus (F/Z)↓H is the direct sum W ⊕W
t
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of two isomorphic simple submodules. Since |EndH(W )| = 5, (F/Z)↓H has pre-
cisely six simple submodules. Among them, we find two isotropic submodules (one
spanned by (1, 2, 2, 1) and (2,−1, 1,−2), the other the image of this under t). It
is then clear that (W⊥)t = (W t)⊥ , hence the pair (W⊥, (W⊥)t) does not yield
an orthogonal direct decomposition of F/Z as well. In other words, F/Z is not
form-induced by any submodule of (F/Z)↓H , thus proving that Conjecture 4.3 fails
if the index of H is not assumed to be odd.
In order to show that an odd-index assumption is needed also for Conjecture 4.1,
let us consider the subgroup L of G such that L/Z = W ; exactly the same argu-
ment applied in Example 5.1 shows that there exist projective representations P1
and P2 of H such that D̄↓H' P̄1⊗ P̄2 and L = ker(P̄1↓F ), where P1 and P2 have
degree 5. Nevertheless, D is not tensor-induced by any projective representation
of H ; otherwise, by Theorem 3.7, F/Z would be form-induced from H .
In view of the previous examples, it remains to be understood whether the weak
versions of Conjectures 4.1 and 4.3 are true with an additional odd-index assump-
tion for the subgroup H . The basic idea of the present approach to this problem is
to consider, in the setting of Conjecture 4.3, the whole set of G-invariant nonsingu-
lar symplectic F-forms which can be defined on the module V . For this reason, a
discussion on modules endowed with bilinear forms is carried out through the next
two sections; it is worth stressing that here, unlike in part of the literature, unitary
forms are not regarded as bilinear forms.
6. Modules and bilinear forms: some preliminary remarks
Remark 6.1. Let F be a field, V a finite dimensional vector space over F ,
and f : V × V → F a nonsingular bilinear form. It is well known that the map
ψf : V → V
∗ defined by u(vψf ) := f(u, v) for all u , v in V is an isomorphism
of vector spaces. Consider now an element ε in EndF(V ). Given a v in V , the
composite map ε(vψf ) is in V
∗ , therefore there exists a unique v′ in V such that
ε(vψf ) = v
′ψf (that is, f(uε, v) = f(u, v
′) for all u in V ). In this way a new
map ε′ , which is in EndF(V ), can be defined by setting vε
′ := v′ for all v in V .
Moreover, the map τf which associates each ε in EndF(V ) to the ε
′ so defined is
an antiautomorphism of the algebra EndF(V ).
Next, let g be another nonsingular bilinear F-form on V ; for any given v in V
the map vψg is in V
∗ , hence there exists a unique v′ in V such that vψg = v
′ψf ,
which means g(u, v) = f(u, v′) for all u in V . The map γ , defined by setting
vγ := v′ for all v in V , is in EndF(V ), but γ is indeed in AutF(V ) as g is
nonsingular. Conversely, chosen γ in AutF(V ), the map g : V ×V → F defined by
g(u, v) := f(u, vγ) for all u , v in V is a nonsingular bilinear form. In conclusion,
a bijection between the set of nonsingular bilinear F-forms on V and AutF(V )
arises by means of f . If the form g corresponds to γ in this bijection, and if τg
is the antiautomorphism of EndF(V ) attached to g , then τg and τf are linked by
the relation τg = τf Inn(γ
−1), where Inn(γ−1) : EndF(V ) → EndF(V ) maps ε to
γεγ−1 .
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Let now G be a group, V an FG -module, and f : V × V → F a nonsingular
bilinear form which is also G-invariant. In this richer context, the vector space
isomorphism ψf defined above is indeed an isomorphism of FG-modules between V
and its contragredient module V ∗ . Moreover, consider the correspondence between
the set of nonsingular bilinear F -forms on V and AutF(V ) which is determined by
f ; the subset of nonsingular bilinear F -forms on V which are also G-invariant is
now bijective with AutFG(V ).
Assume finally that the module V is simple and the field F is finite. In this
case the restriction of τf to EndFG(V ) is a field automorphism and, for any other
G -invariant nonsingular bilinear F-form g on V , of course τg agrees with τf on
EndFG(V ). In such a context, we shall denote by τ (or at times, for the sake of
emphasis, by τV ) this field automorphism, dropping any reference to a distinguished
form.
Remark 6.2. Let G be a group, V a simple G-module over a finite field F , and f
a G-invariant nonsingular bilinear F -form on V which is symmetric or symplectic.
Assume also that the characteristic of F is odd. If g is a G -invariant nonsingular
bilinear F-form on V , then g is of the same type as f (that is, symmetric or
symplectic) if and only if the element γ of AutFG(V ), associated to g in the
bijection defined by f , is such that γτ = γ . Assume now that the field F has
characteristic 2: in this case it still holds that, if f is symmetric, then g is also
symmetric if and only if γ is fixed by τ .
It is fairly obvious that, as soon as a simple FG -module is self-contragredient
(that is, it carries G-invariant nonsingular bilinear F-forms), it is possible to define
on it a G -invariant nonsingular bilinear F-form which is symmetric or symplectic.
In view of that, we can easily prove the next lemma.
Lemma 6.3. Let G be a group, F a finite field, and V a simple FG-module which
carries G-invariant nonsingular symplectic F-forms. Then the order of the field
automorphism τ (as defined in 6.1) is at most 2 .
Proof. Let f be a G -invariant nonsingular F-form on V which is symmetric or
symplectic. If n takes value 1 or −1 in F according to the symmetric or symplectic
nature of f , we have
f(x, yετ
2
) = f(xετ , y) = nf(y, xετ ) = nf(yε, x) = f(x, yε)
for all x, y in V and ε in EndFG(V ). The claim follows now from the fact that f
is nonsingular.
Before proving Theorem 6.5, which clarifies the role played by the automor-
phism τ , we need to fix some notations. Let G be a group, F a finite field, V a
simple FG-module, and E the endomorphism ring EndFG(V ). We denote by VE
the simple EG -module which arises regarding V as a vector space over E (con-
sider here the natural action of E on V ), and by V E the EG-module V ⊗F E (see
[9, VII,11.1]). Also, if the field K is a Galois extension of F , U is a KG -module,
and η is an element of the Galois group Gal(K|F), then we denote by Uη the
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Galois-conjugate of U by means of η (recall that the underlying set of Uη is the
same as of U , and the action of G is unchanged as well; but the action of K is
‘twisted’ by η , being defined by uk := ukη
−1
for all u in Uη and k in K . See
[9, VII, 1.13] for further details).
The next lemma provides a link between the concepts introduced above.
Lemma 6.4. Let G be a group, F a finite field, V a simple FG-module, and E




direct summands are pairwise nonisomorphic simple EG-modules.
Proof. This follows immediately from [9, VII, 1.15 and 1.16a)].
Theorem 6.5. Let G be a group, F a finite field, V a simple FG-module with
endomorphism ring E , and f a G-invariant nonsingular bilinear F-form on V .
Then f yields an isomorphism of EG-modules between (VE)
τ and (VE)
∗ .
Proof. Consider the F-vector space V ∗ , and define an action of E on it by
setting vδε := (vε)δ for all v in V , δ in V ∗ and ε in E ; in this way we obtain
an E-vector space which we denote by (V ∗)E (this fits the convention established
above, since EndFG(V
∗) is E , and the natural action of it on V ∗ is exactly the one
just described). Next, recall that vε := vετ
−1
= vετ for all v in (VE)
τ and ε in E .
Consider now the FG-isomorphism ψf : V → V
∗ defined in 6.1: we claim that
ψf provides also an EG -isomorphism from (VE)
τ and (V ∗)E . Indeed, for all x , v
in V and ε in E , we get
x(vεψf ) = f(x, v
ε) = f(x, vετ ) = f(xε, v) = (xε)(vψf ) = x(vψf )
ε,
hence ψf is an isomorphism of E-vector spaces. Moreover, recalling that the rele-
vant structure of EG -module on (V ∗)E is defined by x(δ
g) := (xg
−1
)δ for all x in
V , δ in (V ∗)E and g in G , it is easily checked that ψf is actually an isomorphism
of EG -modules.
The final step is to show that (V ∗)E is isomorphic, as an EG-module, to (VE)
∗ .
For this purpose, choose a nonzero F -linear map µ from E to F , and define the
map β : (VE)
∗ → (V ∗)E by v(ϕβ) := (vϕ)µ for all v in V and ϕ in (VE)
∗ . It is
routine to check that β is an EG -homomorphism. Also, if ϕ is a nonzero element
of (VE)
∗ , then its image is E ; now the image of ϕβ is F , so that ϕβ is not zero as
well. This proves that β is actually an isomorphism.
The next theorem clarifies how the nature of the automorphism τ is reflected
by the module structure of VE and V
E . Before stating it, we need the following
observation: let f be a bilinear F -form on V , and let A be the matrix associated
to f with respect to a given F-basis {v1, . . . , vn} . Now, B := {v1⊗1, . . . , vn⊗1} is
an E-basis for V E and A can be regarded as a matrix with entries in E , to which
a bilinear E-form f̄ is associated (with respect to B ). We refer to f̄ as to the
E-linear extension of f ; of course, properties like G -invariance or nonsingularity
are inherited by f̄ if they hold for f .
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Theorem 6.6. Let G be a group, F a finite field, V a simple FG-module with
endomorphism ring E , and f a G-invariant nonsingular bilinear F-form on V .
Let f̄ be the E-form on V E which arises as the E-linear extension of f . Then the
following conditions are equivalent:
(a) τ is the identity on E ,
(b) VE is self-contragredient,
(c) f̄ does not vanish on any simple submodule of V E , and any two distinct simple
submodules are orthogonal with respect to f̄ .
If condition (a) does not hold, then V E has a direct decomposition such that the
restriction of f̄ to any direct summand is nonsingular; the direct summands are
pairwise orthogonal with respect to f̄ , and each of them is the direct sum of two
simple submodules on which f̄ vanishes and which are contragredients of each other.
Proof. By Theorem 6.5, we have that (a) implies (b). Since τ is an ele-
ment of Gal(E|F), and the Galois-conjugates of VE are pairwise nonisomorphic
(Lemma 6.4), Theorem 6.5 also yields that (b) implies (a). Next, if (c) is assumed,
then certainly VE has to be self-contragredient; what is left is then to show that
(b) implies (c). For this purpose observe that, if VE is assumed self-contragredient,
then all the other simple constituent of V E are also self-contragredient, as obvi-
ously we have ((VE)
η)∗ ' ((VE)
∗)η for all η in Gal(E|F). Suppose that the form f̄
vanishes on a simple constituent of V E , say (VE)
η ; since f̄ is nonsingular on V E ,
fixed an element v in (VE)
η there must be an element w lying in another simple
constituent of V E , say (VE)
ξ , such that f̄(v, w) is not zero. But now f̄ provides
an EG-isomorphism between (VE)
η and ((VE)
ξ)∗ (which is in turn isomorphic to
(VE)
ξ), and this is a contradiction. We conclude that f̄ does not vanish on any
simple constituent of V E . This also means that the orthogonal (with respect to
f̄ ) of a simple constituent is a direct complement for it. On the other hand each
simple constituent is a homogeneous component, and therefore it has a unique com-
plement in V E , namely the direct sum of the other homogeneous components. It
follows that the orthogonal of a simple constituent contains all the other simple
constituents.
We move now to the last claim. First of all, if VE is not self-contragredient, then
the same holds for all the simple constituents of V E (this follows from the fact that
they lie in a single Galois orbit). Now of course f̄ has to vanish on all of them, and
each has to be orthogonal (with respect to f̄ ) to all the others except to the one
that is contragredient to it. We know that the contragredient of (VE)
η is (VE)
ητ ,
so let us bracket in pairs the simple direct summands of V E , matching (VE)
η with
(VE)
ητ for all η in Gal(E|F). We get a direct decomposition of V E in which each
summand is the direct sum of two simple submodules, on which f̄ vanishes, and
which are contragredients of each other. Moreover, these two-component summands
are pairwise orthogonal to each other, and so the restriction of the nonsingular f̄
to each of them must be nonsingular.
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Remark 6.7. In view of the discussion carried out so far, we can draw the following
picture of the relationship between simple modules and bilinear forms. Let G be a
group, F a finite field, V a simple FG-module which is self-contragredient, and E
the endomorphism ring of V . Then two different situations may occur.
(a) If also VE is self-contragredient, then it follows from 6.2 and 6.6 that either the
G-invariant nonsingular bilinear forms on both V and VE are all symmetric, or
they are all symplectic. This of course makes sense if F has odd characteristic;
otherwise, it will be clear by Proposition 7.2 (together with [9, VII, 8.13]) that
all the forms are indeed symplectic unless V is the trivial module.
(b) If VE is not self-contragredient, then V carries G-invariant bilinear F-forms of
both the symmetric and the symplectic type, and also of a third different type.
Again we have to treat separately the case in which F has characteristic 2;
in that case, V carries G-invariant nonsingular bilinear F-forms of both the
symplectic and the non-symmetric type.
7. Equivalence of forms and induction of forms
In what follows we focus on a particular type of forms (the symplectic ones)
for ease of the exposition, keeping in mind that essentially nothing changes in the
symmetric context.
Definition 7.1. Let G be a group, F a finite field, and V a simple FG -module;
also, let f , g , h be G-invariant nonsingular symplectic F-forms on V . If there
exists ε in AutFG(V ) such that g(u, v) = f(uε, vε) holds for all u and v in V ,
then we say that g is equivalent to f (and we write g ∼ f ) by means of ε . This
defines an equivalence relation on the set of G -invariant nonsingular symplectic
F -forms on V , and we have g ∼ f if and only if the element γg of AutFG(V ),
which corresponds to g in the bijection yielded by f (see 6.1), is equal to εετ for
some ε in AutFG(V ). If f is chosen as a distinguished form, then we have g ∼ h
if and only if γgγ
−1
h is an element of the subgroup K of AutFG(V ) defined by
K := {εετ : ε ∈ AutFG(V )} . Of course the equivalence relation is not affected by
the choice of f .
Assume now the setting of 7.1; if p is the characteristic of F , then the order of
the field E = EndFG(V ) is p
α for some integer α , and Aut(E) is a cyclic group of
order α whose elements are the pi -th powering maps on E (i is an integer running
from 0 to α − 1). Suppose that τ is not the identity on E ; in this case α is
necessarily an even number, say 2β , and τ is given by the pβ -th powering. Using
that AutFG(V ) is a cyclic group of order p
2β − 1, we can conclude that if τ is
not the identity on E , then all the elements of AutFG(V ) which are fixed by τ are
equal to εετ for some ε in AutFG(V ) . Obviously, if τ is the identity on E , then
the elements of AutFG(V ) which are (fixed by τ and) equal to εε
τ for some ε in
AutFG(V ) are precisely the squares of AutFG(V ) .
From the previous discussion, we derive at once the following proposition.
Proposition 7.2. Let G be a group, F a finite field, V a simple FG-module
which carries a G-invariant nonsingular symplectic F -form.
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(a) If τ is not the identity on EndFG(V ), then there is a unique equivalence class
of G -invariant nonsingular symplectic F -forms on V . This also holds if τ is
the identity on EndFG(V ), provided the characteristic of F is 2.
(b) If τ is the identity on EndFG(V ), and F has odd characteristic, then there are
two equivalence classes of G -invariant nonsingular symplectic F -forms on V ; if
f and g are two such forms, and g is attached to the element γ of AutFG(V )
through the bijection defined by f , then f and g are equivalent if and only if
γ is a square in AutFG(V ).
We define next the concept of induced form. Henceforth, through this section,
we shall be assuming that G is a group, H is a subgroup of G whose index is n , F
is a finite field, V is a simple FG-module, and W is a submodule of V ↓H such that
V ' W↑G . In this setting, given an element δ of EndFH(W ), we denote by δ̄ the
unique element of EndFG(V ) whose restriction to W is δ (recall that, if {g1, . . . , gn}









j ). The map which associates every δ in EndFH(W ) to δ̄ is a
monomorphism of fields; in the sequel, we shall make no distinction (by means
of notation) between the abstract field EndFH(W ) and the mentioned copy of it
embedded in EndFG(V ).
Definition 7.3. Let f be an H -invariant nonsingular symplectic F-form on W ,
and let {g1, . . . , gn} be a right transversal for H in G . Given u and v in V ,
consider the uniquely determined sequences (u1, . . . , un) and (v1, . . . , vn) of ele-








j . We define the map
f↑V : V × V → F by setting




It is easily checked that f↑V is a G-invariant nonsingular symplectic F-form on V .
Observe that, although the construction above involves the choice of a transversal
for H in G , the result of this construction is not affected at all by such a choice,
so that we can safely refer to f↑V as to the form on V which is induced by f from
W. Also, it is clear that the restriction of f↑V to W is f .
The following remark points out that the process of induction is ‘well defined’
with respect to the equivalence relation of 7.1.
Remark 7.4. Let f and g be H -invariant nonsingular symplectic F -forms on W ;
if γ is the element of AutFH(W ) such that g(w1, w2) = f(w1, w2γ) for all w1, w2
in W , then we have g↑V (v1, v2) = f↑
V (v1, v2γ̄) for all v1, v2 in V . Moreover, if g
is equivalent to f by means of an element ε of AutFH(W ), then g↑
V is equivalent
to f↑V by means of ε̄ .
It will also be useful to observe that, if W carries H -invariant nonsingular sym-
plectic F-forms (thus, in view of 7.3, V carries G-invariant nonsingular symplectic
F -forms), and if the automorphism τV is the identity on EndFG(V ), then τW is
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the identity on EndFH(W ) as well. This follows from the fact that δ
τW = δ̄τV for
all δ in EndFH(W ).
We are now in a position to change our point of view, outlining a connection
between the concept of form induction and the concept of induced forms.
Remark 7.5. In the established setting, assume that the FH -module W carries
H -invariant nonsingular symplectic F-forms; then V carries G-invariant nonsin-
gular symplectic F -forms. Chosen a form 〈 , 〉 among them, we observe what
follows.
If there exists an H -invariant nonsingular symplectic F-form f on W such that
〈 , 〉 ∼ f ↑V , then V is form-induced from H (with respect to the form 〈 , 〉)
by a submodule of V ↓H isomorphic to W . More precisely, if ε is an element of
AutFG(V ) such that f↑
V (u, v) = 〈uε, vε〉 for all u , v in V , then V is form-induced
by Wε (this is an easy application of definitions).
Conversely, if 〈 , 〉 is not equivalent to any form which is induced from W ,
then V is not form-induced from H by any FH -submodule isomorphic to W .
Indeed, for any submodule Z of V ↓H which is isomorphic to W , there exists an
element ε in AutFG(V ) such that Z = Wε and, if V is form-induced by Wε ,
then we can define an H -invariant nonsingular symplectic F-form f on W by
setting f(w1, w2) := 〈w1ε, w2ε〉 for all w1, w2 in W . Now we see that the form
f↑V is equivalent to 〈 , 〉 by means of ε : for u and v in V , let (u1, . . . , un) and















































f(uj , vj) = f↑
V (u, v).
Lemma 7.7 will provide an effective criterion to determine the existence of a
‘possibly bad’ form on the module V (that is, a G-invariant nonsingular symplectic
F -form on V not equivalent to any form which is induced from W ); we shall see
that such a form exists if and only if there are two equivalence classes of forms on V
and, in the process of induction, the two classes of forms on W are fused together,
so that the other class of forms on V remains uncovered.
Since Proposition 7.2 ensures that, if the field F has characteristic 2, we have in
any case a unique equivalence class of forms, we can safely restrict our attention to
the case in which the characteristic of F is odd.
Before going through Lemma 7.7, we state an easy introductory proposition.
Proposition 7.6. Let K1 and K2 be finite fields of odd characteristic, such that
K1 is a subfield of K2 . Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) the degree of K2 over K1 (as a field extension) is an even number;
(b) there exists an element ξ in K2 \K1 such that ξ
2 lies in K1 ;
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(c) all the elements of K1 are squares in K2 .
Lemma 7.7. Let G be a group, H a subgroup of G , F a field of odd characteristic,
V a simple FG-module, and W a submodule of V ↓H such that V 'W↑
G . Assume
that W carries H -invariant nonsingular symplectic F-forms; then the following
conditions are equivalent:
(a) the automorphism τV is the identity on EndFG(V ) , and the degree of EndFG(V )
over EndFH(W ) (as a field extension) is an even number;
(b) there exists a G-invariant nonsingular symplectic F-form on V which is not
equivalent to any of the forms induced from W .
Moreover, for any G-invariant nonsingular symplectic F-form on V , there exists
a submodule of V ↓H , isomorphic to W , on which the form under consideration
does not vanish.
Proof. Assume condition (a). Since τV is the identity on EndFG(V ), Proposi-
tion 7.2(b) ensures that the set of G-invariant nonsingular symplectic F -forms on
V is partitioned into two equivalence classes, say C1V and C
2
V . As observed, we also
have two equivalence classes C1W and C
2
W of H -invariant nonsingular symplectic
F -forms on W . Suppose that an element f of C1W yields an induced form f ↑
V
which lies in C1V : Remark 7.4 ensures that any form in C
1
W induces to C
1
V as well.
Consider now an element g in C2W , and the element γ in AutFH(W ) such that
g(w1, w2) = f(w1, w2γ) holds for all w1 , w2 in W ; we have g↑
V (u, v) = f↑V (u, vγ̄)
for all u , v in V and, although γ is not a square in AutFH(W ), γ̄ is indeed a
square in AutFG(V ) by the previous proposition. This yields that g↑
V is equiv-
alent to f ↑V , so that the process of induction ‘maps’ also the class C2W to C
1
V .
Now, given a form in C2V , this can not be equivalent to any of the forms induced
from W .
Conversely, let us assume condition (b). Of course we must have two equiva-
lence classes of G-invariant nonsingular symplectic F-forms on V (otherwise just
consider a form f on W and induce it up; now all the forms on V are equivalent
to f↑V ), whence τV is the identity. Moreover, let f and g be inequivalent forms
on W ; if γ is the element of AutFH(W ) such that g(w1, w2) = f(w1, w2γ) holds
for all w1 , w2 in W , then we know that also g↑
V (u, v) = f↑V (u, vγ̄) holds for all
u , v in V . Although γ is not a square in AutFH(W ), our assumption forces γ̄ to
become a square in AutFG(V ), and now the previous proposition yields that the
degree of EndFG(V ) over EndFH(W ) as a field extension in an even number.
We move now to the last part of the statement. First of all, let 〈〈 , 〉〉 and
[[ , ]] be G-invariant nonsingular symplectic F-forms on V , and assume that X is
a submodule of V ↓H , isomorphic to W , on which 〈〈 , 〉〉 does not vanish; assume
also that 〈〈 , 〉〉 is equivalent to [[ , ]] by means of the element ε in AutFG(V ).
Then it is easy to see that [[ , ]] does not vanish on Xε . Moreover, any form on
V which is induced from W of course does not vanish on W . Therefore, we only
have to deal with the case in which there are forms on V not induced from W ,
and it will be enough to prove the claim for one of them.
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For this purpose, consider an H -invariant nonsingular symplectic F -form f on
W , and denote by 〈 , 〉 the form f↑V . Choose a generator, ζ say, of AutFG(V );
it is clear that ζ is not a square in AutFG(V ), hence the form [ , ] defined
by [u, v] := 〈u, vζ〉 for all u, v in V is not equivalent to any form which is in-
duced from W ; moreover, EndFG(V ) can be obtained as a simple extension of
EndFH(W ) by adjoining ζ . Let us assume that Wηζ is orthogonal, with re-
spect to 〈 , 〉 , to Wη for all η in AutFG(V ); then, in particular, Wζ
r−1 is
orthogonal to Wζr , and W (1 + ζr−1) is orthogonal to W (1 + ζr−1)ζ for all r in
{1, . . . , n := |EndFG(V ) : EndFH(W )|} . Therefore we have
0 = 〈w + wζr−1, zζ + zζr〉 = 2〈w, zζr〉
for all w, z in W (recall that in the present situation τV is the identity, so that
〈wζr−1, zζ〉 = 〈w, zζr〉 holds). It follows that W is orthogonal to Wζr for all r in
{1, . . . , n} . Now, there exists a sequence (δ0, . . . , δn−1) of elements in EndFH(W )
such that ζn =
∑n−1
j=0 δjζ
j holds. Hence, for all w, z in W , we get
0 = 〈w, zζn〉 = 〈w, zδ0 + zδ1ζ + · · ·+ zδn−1ζ
n−1〉 = 〈w, zδ0〉,
but now δ0 has to be 0, a contradiction. We conclude that there exists η in
AutFG(V ) such that Wη is not orthogonal to Wηζ , thus it is clear that [ , ] does
not vanish on Wη , and our claim is proved.
8. First positive results for the conjectures
It would be desirable, for our purposes, to argue that the situation outlined in the
two equivalent conditions of Lemma 7.7 can not arise at all if we assume that H has
odd index in G . Although this is unfortunately not the case (as Example 11.1 will
show), we can anyway draw positive conclusions towards Conjectures 4.1 and 4.3
in a particular setting, namely when the subgroup H is assumed to be normal (of
odd index). Prior to that, we need to state a lemma (8.1) which can be essentially
derived from [9, VII, 4.12b)].
Lemma 8.1. Let G be a group, H a subgroup of G , F a finite field, V a simple
FG-module, and W a submodule of V ↓H such that V ' W ↑
G . Let U be the
homogeneous component of W in the socle of V ↓H . Then, denoting by n the
degree of EndFG(V ) as a field extension of EndFH(W ) , the composition length of
U (as an FH -module) is n . Moreover, U is a direct summand in V ↓H , it has a
unique direct complement Y , and Y is such that HomFH(W,Y ) = 0 .
Theorem 8.2. Let G be a group, H a normal subgroup of G having odd index,
F a finite field, V a simple FG-module, and W a submodule of V ↓H . Assume
also that V carries a G-invariant nonsingular symplectic F-form f which does not
vanish on W . If V is induced by W from H , then V is also form-induced (with
respect to f ) from H . Moreover, a submodule of V ↓H which form-induces V can
be chosen isomorphic to W .
Proof. If F has characteristic 2, the result is proved by Proposition 7.2(a),
together with Remark 7.5. If F has odd characteristic, we achieve the conclusion by
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means of Lemma 7.7 (again followed by 7.5) since, by 8.1, the degree of EndFG(V )
over EndFH(W ) is certainly an odd number (observe that, by Clifford’s Theorem,
the multiplicity of W as a composition factor of V ↓H is odd).
Theorem 8.3. Let G be a group with noncentral Fitting subgroup, H a nor-
mal subgroup of G having odd index, and D a faithful, quasi-primitive, tensor-
indecomposable representation of G . Assume that we have D̄↓H' P̄1⊗P̄2 , where P1
and P2 are projective representations of H . If degP2 is not 1 , and (degP2)
|G:H|
is a divisor of degD , then we have (degP2)
|G:H| = degD , and there exists a
projective representation P of H such that D̄ ' P̄↑⊗G holds.
Proof. Start by applying Lemma 4.2; then the claim follows from Theorem 8.2
together with Theorem 3.7.
Observe that Theorem 8.3 and Example 5.2 provide a full answer to the problem
expressed by Conjecture 4.1 (for groups whose Fitting subgroup is noncentral) if we
restrict our attention to normal subgroups. In fact, we conclude that Conjecture 4.1
is true for normal subgroups of odd index, whereas it fails in general when the index
of H is even.
9. Induction from maximal subgroups
The main results of this section are Theorem 9.7 and Theorem 9.10. Roughly
speaking, they deal with a situation in which a simple FG -module V is induced
from a maximal subgroup H of G (of course the setting is in both cases much
more specific), and their aim is to achieve some control on the structure of V ↓H .
Such a control, together with the discussion carried out so far, will yield some
more evidence for Conjectures 4.1 and 4.3 with the odd index assumption, also for
subgroups which are not necessarily normal (see Section 10).
Lemma 9.1. Let H be a group, L a normal subgroup of H , F a finite field,
and X a 1-dimensional FH -module whose kernel contains L . Let W be a sim-
ple FH -module. Then W ⊗ X and W have the same (nonzero) multiplicity as
composition factors in the socle of W↓L↑
H .
Proof. By Nakayama reciprocity ([9, VII, 4.10]) we have
HomFH(W ⊗X,W↓L↑
H) ' HomFL((W ⊗X)↓L,W↓L) '
' HomFL(W↓L,W↓L) ' HomFH(W,W↓L↑
H),
where the symbol ‘' ’ denotes an isomorphism of vector spaces. Moreover, since
X is 1-dimensional, it is not hard to check that EndFH(W ⊗ X) is isomorphic,
as a vector space, to EndFH(W ). Denoting by m(Z) the multiplicity of a simple
FH -module Z as a composition factor in the socle of W↓L↑
H , by [9, VII, 4.12b)]
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we get










The well known facts recalled (without proofs) in Propositions 9.2 and 9.3 will
be useful for the critical Lemma 9.4. As in Section 6, given an FG-module U and
a field extension K of F , we will denote by UK the KG -module U ⊗F K .
Proposition 9.2. Let G be a group, F a field, U and V FG-modules, and K
a field extension of F ; then HomKG(U
K, V K) and HomFG(U, V )⊗FK are isomorphic
as vector spaces over K . In particular, dimK HomKG(U
K, V K) = dimF HomFG(U, V ).
Proof. See [7, V, 11.9].
Proposition 9.3. Let G be a group, H a subgroup of G , F a field, and K a field
extension of F ; also, let U ,V ,Z be FG -modules, and W an FH -module. Then
the following properties hold:
(a) U ⊗ (V ⊕ Z) ' (U ⊗ V )⊕ (U ⊗ Z);
(b) (U ⊕ V )K ' UK ⊕ V K ;
(c) (V ↓H)
K ' (V K↓H);
(d) (W↑G)K ' (WK)↑G .
Lemma 9.4. Let H be a group, L a normal subgroup of H , F a finite field of odd
characteristic, and W an absolutely simple FH -module. Assume that there exists
an FH -module X such that its kernel M contains L , |H : M | = 2 , and W ⊗X is
isomorphic to W . Then the multiplicity of W as a composition factor in the socle
of W↓L↑
H is a positive even number.
Proof. As the first step, we prove that if there exists a finite degree field extension
K of F such that the lemma holds with K in place of F , then the lemma holds
for F as well. Let K be such an extension, and consider the module WK . This
is simple (as W is absolutely simple), but WK is also absolutely simple because
(by Proposition 9.2) we have dimK EndKH(W
K) = dimF EndFH(W ) = 1. Now,
the regular module F[H/M ] is the direct sum of X and the 1-dimensional trivial
FH -module. By 9.3(a), and our assumption W 'W ⊗X , we get
W↓M↑
H'W ⊗ F[H/M ] 'W ⊕W
(here we also used [9, VII, 4.15]), and therefore, by 9.3(b,c,d),
(WK)↓M↑
H' (W↓M↑
H)K ' (W ⊕W )K 'WK ⊕WK.
On the other hand we have (WK)↓M↑
H'WK⊗K[H/M ] , and of course K[H/M ] is
the direct sum of the 1-dimensional trivial KH -module and another 1-dimensional
KH -module, say X ′ (which is indeed XK ), whose kernel is M . We conclude that
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WK ⊗ X ′ is forced to be isomorphic to WK . Now, as we are assuming that the
lemma holds for K , we have that the multiplicity of WK in the socle of (WK)↓L↑
H is
a positive even number. But, as we observed in proving Lemma 9.1, this multiplicity
is given by dimK HomKH(W
K, (WK)↓L↑
H), and we have
dimK HomKH(W
K, (WK)↓L↑





The claim is now proved, as the last member in the chain of equalities above is the
multiplicity of W in the socle of W↓L↑
H .
Since there exists a finite degree field extension of F which is a splitting field for
G and for all its subgroups (see [9, VII, 2.6]), by the previous step we can certainly
assume that F itself is such a splitting field.
Observe that, as the multiplicity of W in W↓M↑
H is 2, we get
dimF EndFM (W↓M ) = dimF HomFH(W,W↓M↑
H) = 2.
Now, W ↓M is certainly not simple (because F is a splitting field for M ), and it
is not homogeneous with composition length 2 (in that case dimF EndFM (W ↓M )
would be 4). The only other possibility is W ↓M= Y ⊕ Y
h , where Y is a simple
FM -module, h is in H \M , and Y h is not isomorphic to Y . This yields that
the composition length of W↓L is an even number, since it is twice the composi-
tion length of Y ↓L . On the other hand, assume that W ↓L has k homogeneous
components, each having composition length m : the composition length of W ↓L
is now given by km , and we know that this is an even number. But EndFL(W↓L)
is isomorphic to the direct sum of k copies of Mat(m,F), hence its dimension over
F is km2 , an even number as well. Since this is also the dimension over F of
HomFH(W,W↓L↑
H), which is in turn the multiplicity of W in the socle of W↓L↑
H ,
the proof is complete.
Consider now the following situation: G is a solvable group, H a subgroup of
G having odd prime index, F a finite field of odd characteristic, and V a simple
FG-module induced from H . As mentioned, our next goal will be to achieve some
control on the structure of V ↓H .
Remark 9.5. Suppose that G is a solvable group, H is a non-normal subgroup
of G having prime index, and L is the kernel of the permutation action of G (by
right multiplication) on the set of right cosets modulo H . As permutation group
on this set, G/L is then a Frobenius group of prime degree, with H/L as Frobenius
complement (see [8, §16]); denote the Frobenius kernel of G/L by K/L . Note that
K/L is a normal Sylow subgroup of prime order and H/L is a complementary
Hall subgroup for it in G/L . Any two distinct conjugates of H/L have trivial
intersection; moreover, each nontrivial subgroup of G/L either contains K/L or is
contained in a unique conjugate of H/L . We shall also use that any transversal
of L in K is a right transversal of H in G , that the permutation action of H on
the set of nontrivial cosets of G modulo H matches the conjugation action on the
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nontrivial elements of K/L , and that the H -orbits of nontrivial cosets all have the
same length, namely |H/L| (= |G/K|).
Lemma 9.6. Let G be a solvable group, H a subgroup of G having odd prime
index, F a finite field of odd characteristic, V a simple FG-module, and W an
absolutely simple submodule of V ↓H such that V ' W ↑
G . If W is not induced
from the normal core L of H in G , then we have V ↓H' (
⊕s
i=1W )⊕ Y , where s
is an odd number and Y is a submodule of V ↓H such that HomFH(W,Y ) = 0 .
Proof. First of all, H is definitely not a normal subgroup of G (otherwise W
would be induced from L = H ). Let X be a simple constituent of W ↓L , and
IG(X) its inertia subgroup in G (which certainly contains L). By 9.5, there are
three cases to distinguish. First, if there exists an element g in G \ H such that
L ≤ IG(X) ≤ H
g , then we get IH(X) = L and therefore W is induced by X from
L , so this case can not arise. Second, we shall show that, if L < IG(X) ≤ H , then
every simple submodule of V ↓H other than W itself has strictly larger dimension
than W . In view of 8.1, this will prove our claim for this case (with s = 1). Start by
noting that now I := IH(X) = IG(X) and we have IH(X
g) = H ∩ Ig = L for all g
in G\H . Consider a simple submodule T of V ↓H , and suppose first that T↓L has
a simple constituent, say Z , isomorphic toXh for some h in H . Then Xh and Z
are in the same homogeneous component of V ↓L and this homogeneous component,
call it U , is simple as F[Ih] -module. The F[Ih] -modules W ↓
I
h and T ↓
I
h both
have nonzero intersection with the simple F[Ih] -module U , so they both have to
contain U . Thus the simple FH -modules W and T have nonzero intersection, and
this implies W = T . We are only interested in T if this does not hold, and now
we know that then no simple constituent of T↓L can be isomorphic to an X
h . Of
course, any simple constituent Z of T↓L (indeed, any simple constituent of V ↓L ) is
isomorphic to Xg for some g in G ; the conclusion from our argument so far is that
Z ' Xg for some g in G \H . Thus IH(Z) is L , so that T is induced by Z from
L . From this, we can see that the dimension of T is greater than the dimension of
W : otherwise we would get dimW = dimT = |H : L|dimZ = |H : L|dimX , and
therefore W would be induced by X from L .
We are left with the case in which IG(X) is not contained in any conjugate of H ;
the structure of G , as it was outlined in Remark 9.5, forces now IG(X) to contain
the normal subgroup K (as defined in 9.5), so that K is of course contained in
all the conjugates of IG(X) and therefore it stabilizes all the simple constituents
of W ↓L . In particular, since a transversal for H in G can be built up using
only elements of K , we get W y↓L↑
H' (W ↓L)
y ↑H' W ↓L↑
H for all y in such a
transversal. Now, considering the structure of G and taking in account the last







where n is given by (|G : H|− 1)/|H : L| (this follows again from the discussion in
9.5) . Let α be a nonzero element in HomFH(W,W↓L↑
H); Wα is an FH -submodule
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of W↓L↑
H , in particular of V ↓H , so that it is a direct summand in W↓L↑
H . Denot-
ing by S a direct complement for Wα in W↓L↑
H , again we consider HomFH(W,S)
and we iterate the process, eventually getting W↓L↑
H' (
⊕t
i=1W ) ⊕ R , where R
is an FH -submodule of W ↓L↑
H such that HomFH(W,R) = 0 (observe that t is
now precisely the multiplicity of W in the socle of W↓L↑







where Y is defined as
⊕n
i=1R , and of course we have HomFH(W,Y ) = 0. Our
aim is now to show that nt is an even number. Certainly it is such if n is even. If
n is odd then |H : L| has to be even, and we shall see that in this case t turns out
to be even.
Assume then n odd, and consider the representation of H/L which maps a
generator to −1 in F ; we claim that, if X denotes an FH -module associated to
this representation, then W ⊗ X is isomorphic to W . Indeed, by Lemma 9.1,
W ⊗X and W have the same multiplicities as composition factors in the socle of
W↓L↑












where HomFH(W,Y ) = HomFH(W⊗X,Y
′) = 0. But now, recalling that EndFH(W )
and EndFH(W ⊗X) are isomorphic vector spaces, Lemma 8.1 gives
nt+ 1 = |EndFG(V ) : EndFH(W )| = |EndFG(V ) : EndFH(W ⊗X)| = nt,
a clear contradiction. We are now in a position to apply Lemma 9.4 (as of course
the kernel of X has index 2 in G), and the proof is complete.
The next step shall be to remove the hypothesis of absolute irreducibility for W ;
this is done in the following theorem.
Theorem 9.7. Let G be a solvable group, H a subgroup of G having odd prime
index, F a finite field of odd characteristic, V a simple FG-module, and W a
submodule of V ↓H such that V 'W↑
G . If W is not induced from the normal core
L of H in G , then we have V ↓H' (
⊕s
i=1W )⊕ Y , where s is an odd number and
Y is a submodule of V ↓H such that HomFH(W,Y ) = 0 .
Proof. Let us denote by E the field EndFG(V ), and by K the field EndFH(W ).
As mentioned in Section 6, a structure of EG-module can be defined on V by con-
sidering the natural action of E ; similarly, W acquires a structure of KH -module
if we let K act naturally on it. Recall that the modules which arise in this way
are denoted by VE and WK respectively. Also, K is embedded in E , and there-
fore the underlying vector space of V can be endowed in a natural fashion with
a structure of KG-module. Denoting this module by VK , it is clear that WK is a
submodule of (VK)↓H . Next, VK is a simple KG -module, and WK an absolutely







= |G : H|dimK(WK),
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whence we get VK ' (WK)↑
G
H . We claim now that WK is not induced from L .
Assume WK ' X↑
H
L , where X is a submodule of (WK)↓L . Certainly W contains
XF as an FH -submodule and, since dimF(XF) = dimK((XF)
K) = |K : F|dimKX
holds, we have
dimFW = |K : F|dimK(WK) = |K : F||H : L|dimKX = |H : L|dimF(XF),
so that W is induced by XF from L , a contradiction.







where s is odd, and Y is a submodule of (VK)↓H such that HomKH((WK), Y ) = 0.
Now Lemma 8.1 yields |EndKG(VK) : EndKH(WK)| = s and, since EndKG(VK)
is easily seen to be E , another application of Lemma 8.1 leads to the desired
conclusion.
It is worth remarking that, in view of the discussion in [5, Section 7], Theorem 9.7
can be extended with no difficulties to modules over not necessarily finite fields of
odd characteristic.
If, in the setting of Theorem 9.7, we drop the assumption of W not being induced
from L , then we do loose control on the multiplicity of W in the socle of V ↓H (see
Section 11). At any rate, if W is assumed to be induced from L , we also have a
good understanding of the structure of V ↓H . This situation is considered in the
following lemma.
Lemma 9.8. Let G be a solvable group, H a maximal subgroup of G having odd
index, and F a field; let V be a simple FG-module and W a submodule of V ↓H
such that V ' W↑G . If W is induced from the normal core L of H in G , then
V ↓H is semisimple, and all its simple submodules have dimension equal to dimW .
In particular, the composition length of V ↓H is an odd number.
Proof. By the solvability of G and the maximality of H , it is possible to find a
normal subgroup K of G such that HK = G and H ∩K = L . Consider now a
submodule Y of W↓L such that W is induced by Y from L ; we have
V ' (Y ↑H)↑G' (Y ↑K)↑G .
If we view V ↓H as [(Y ↑
K)↑G]↓H , then Mackey’s Lemma yields
V ↓H' ((Y ↑
K)↓L)↑
H .






Since V is simple and the (Y g)↑H all have minimal dimension, V is induced from
H by each of those; in particular they are all simple, so that V ↓H is semisimple
with all the simple submodules having the same (minimal) dimension.
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Before going through the second fundamental result of this section, which is
Theorem 9.10, we need a general lemma on symplectic modules.
Lemma 9.9. Let H be a group, F a finite field, V a semisimple homogeneous
FH -module, and f an H -invariant nonsingular symplectic F-form on V . If the
composition length of V is odd, then there exists a simple submodule of V on which
f does not vanish.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the composition length of V , which we
denote by lH(V ) and write as 2k + 1 (k a nonnegative integer). If k is 0, then
the claim is certainly true. Assume then k > 0, and choose a submodule U of V
on which f vanishes and which is maximal subject to satisfy this property. We
have U ≤ U⊥ , and since (by a basic property of symplectic or symmetric forms)
lH(V ) = lH(U) + lH(U
⊥) holds, one among lH(U) and lH(U
⊥) is even and the
other is odd. This ensures that U is properly contained in U⊥ and, denoting
by R a complement for U in U⊥ , we see that lH(R) = lH(U
⊥) − lH(U) is also
an odd number, strictly smaller than lH(V ). If f is singular on R then, setting
D := R∩R⊥ , we have that U⊕D is a submodule of V on which f vanishes. Since
U is strictly contained in U ⊕ D , and the latter is strictly contained in V , this
contradicts the hypothesis of maximality on U . We conclude that f is nonsingular
on R , and now the claim follows by induction.
Observe that the assumption of odd composition length for V is really needeed
in the previous statement. In fact, given any FH -module U , it is easy to see
that U ⊕ U∗ carries an H -invariant nonsingular symplectic F-form. Therefore,
as soon as U is a self-contragredient simple FH -module of odd dimension, it pro-
duces a counterexample for the lemma above without the odd composition length
assumption.
Theorem 9.10. Let G be a solvable group, H a maximal subgroup of G having odd
index, F a finite field, V a simple FG-module which carries a G-invariant non-
singular symplectic F-form f , and W a submodule of V ↓H such that V ' W↑
G .
Assume that W is induced from the normal core L of H in G . Then there ex-
ists a submodule Z of V ↓H such that f does not vanish on Z , V ' Z↑
G , and
|EndFG(V ) : EndFH(Z)| is an odd number.
Proof. Since, by Lemma 9.8, V ↓H is semisimple and its composition length is an
odd number, there exists an odd number d such that an odd number of homoge-
neous components in V ↓H have composition length equal to d . Since V carries a
G -invariant nonsingular symplectic F-form, we have that V is self-contragredient,
and of course the same holds for V ↓H . Duality induces a permutation of order
2 on the set of homogeneous components of V ↓H and, since it preserves the di-
mensions, it permutes indeed the set of homogeneous components with composition
length d . But now, since that set contains an odd number of elements, the rel-
evant permutation has to fix some element in it; we conclude that there exists a
homogeneous component X in V ↓H such that X is self-contragredient, and the
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composition length of X is odd. Of course any simple submodule of X is also self-
contragredient and, as we shall see, this implies that the form f is nonsingular on
X . Indeed, let R be the unique complement for X in V ↓H ; given an element y in
X , the restriction to R of the map yψf is an element of R
∗ (recall that yψf maps
an element v in V to f(v, y)), and the map y 7→ (yψf )↓R provides a morphism of
FH -modules (call it β ) from X to R∗ . If f is assumed singular on X , then there
exists a nonzero element x in X ∩X⊥ (orthogonality is meant with respect to f ),
and clearly we have xβ 6= 0, otherwise x would lie in V ∩ V ⊥ which is zero; we
conclude that, decomposing X and R∗ into the direct sum of simple submodules,
say X = U1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Ud and R
∗ = S1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Sl , there exist i in {1, . . . , d} and j
in {1, . . . , l} such that the composite map β↓Ui pSj is not the zero map (here pSj
denotes the projection of R∗ on Sj ). But now Ui is isomorphic to Sj , and this
is a contradiction because R∗ does not contain any simple submodule isomorphic
to U∗j .
Now, by Lemma 9.9, there exists a simple submodule Z of X on which f does
not vanish. Moreover, Z induces V from H (because of its dimension) and, by
Lemma 8.1, we also have |EndFG(V ) : EndFH(Z)| = d , an odd number.
It is worth mentioning that Theorem 9.10 remains true also without the assump-
tion of maximality for H . This can be proved (once the result with the hypothesis
of maximality has been established) arguing by induction on the index of H in G .
As no direct use of such a generalization is made in this paper, the proof is omitted.
10. The main results
We are now in a position to prove Theorems 10.1 and 10.2, which are the main
results of this paper. They provide a positive answer for the weak versions of
Conjectures 4.3 and 4.1 (respectively) with some additional assumptions.
Theorem 10.1. Let G be a solvable group, H a subgroup of G having odd prime
index, F a finite field, V a simple FG-module, and W a submodule of V ↓H .
Assume also that V carries a G-invariant nonsingular symplectic F-form f which
does not vanish on W . If V is induced by W from H , then V is also form-induced
from H (with respect to f ).
Proof. If the characteristic of F is 2, then we are done by Proposition 7.2(a)
together with Remark 7.5; in this case, a submodule of V ↓H which form-induces
V can be chosen isomorphic to W .
Assume now that the characteristic of F is odd. If W is not induced from
the normal core of H in G , then we can apply Theorem 9.7, obtaining that the
homogeneous component of W in the socle of V ↓H has odd composition length.
Now, by Lemma 8.1, we have that |EndFG(V ) : EndFH(W )| is an odd number,
and Lemma 7.7 (again together with Remark 7.5) yields the desired conclusion.
Observe that even in this case a submodule of V ↓H which form-induces V can be
chosen isomorphic to W . Finally, If W is induced from the normal core of H in
G , then we can not guarantee that there exists a submodule of V ↓H isomorphic
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to W which form-induces V (see Example 11.1), but Theorem 9.10 (with 7.7 and
7.5, as usual) leads anyway to the conclusion.
Finally, we go back to our original problem.
Theorem 10.2. Let G be a solvable group, H a subgroup of G having odd prime
index, and D a faithful, primitive, tensor-indecomposable representation of G . As-
sume that we have D̄↓H' P̄1⊗ P̄2 , where P1 and P2 are projective representations
of H . If degP2 is not 1 , and (degP2)
|G:H| is a divisor of degD , then we have
(degP2)
|G:H| = degD , and there exists a projective representation P of H such
that D̄ ' P̄↑⊗G holds.
Proof. As in the proof of 8.3, we apply first Lemma 4.2. Then the claim follows
from Theorem 10.1 together with Theorem 3.7.
We conclude the section showing that the weak version of Conjecture 4.1 pro-
vides (in the cases in which it is confirmed) a good test for deciding whether a
representation is tensor induced or not from a given subgroup.
Theorem 10.3. Let G be a group with noncentral Fitting subgroup F , and D a
faithful, quasi-primitive, tensor-indecomposable representation of G . Assume that
H is a subgroup of G for which the weak version of Conjecture 4.1 holds. Then
the following conditions are equivalent.
(a) There exists a projective representation P of H such that D̄ ' P̄↑⊗G .
(b) H contains F , and there exists a subgroup K of F such that K is normal in
H , Z(K) = Z(F ) , and |F/K||G:H| = (degD)2 .
Proof. If condition (a) holds, then H contains F by 3.5(b); moreover, there
exists a projective representation Q of H such that D̄↓H' P̄ ⊗ Q̄ , and the tensor-
indecomposability of D (together with the quasi-primitivity) ensures that D↓F is
irreducible. We can therefore apply Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 2.1(b) (observe that
F satisfies the hypotheses of 2.1), obtaining that the kernel of P̄↓F has the required
properties. Conversely, if (b) holds, applying 2.2 we see that there exist projective
representations X and Y of H such that D̄↓H' X̄ ⊗ Ȳ , and ker(X̄ ↓F ) = K ;
also, the hypothesis of Conjecture 4.1 concerning the degrees is satisfied by D and
X (this follows from Lemma 2.1(b)), and an application of the weak version of 4.1
leads to the desired conclusion.
11. An example
The example presented in this section shows that the situation outlined in
Lemma 7.7 can actually occur even if the index of the subgroup H is an odd prime.
In other words, the relationship between induction and form induction can be rather
awkward (in the sense that induction by an anisotropic H -submodule W does not
imply form induction by an H -submodule isomorphic to W ), and not only when
an ‘even step’ is involved (as in Example 5.2).
Another question which may arise naturally is whether we really need to assume,
in the statement of Theorem 9.7, that W is not induced from the normal core of
H in G . As we shall see in a moment, the answer is ‘yes’.
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Example 11.1. Consider a semidirect product G := A4oQ16 of the alternating
group on 4 objects and the quaternion group of order 16. The two groups in question
are generated as follows:




(here a , ab
2
are generators of of C2 × C2 , and b is a generator of C3 ), and
Q16 = 〈c, d : c
4 = d2 = m , m2 = 1 , cd = c−1〉;







, bc = b2 (the
action of d is trivial). Let us consider the subgroups
H := 〈a, ab
2
, c, d〉 ' (C2 × C2)oQ16,
and L := 〈a, ab
2
, c2, d〉 ' C2 × C2 ×Q8 , which is the normal core of H in G . We
see that L/〈a, ab
2
c4〉 is isomorphic to Q8 ; therefore, denoting by F the prime field
in characteristic 3, it is possible to define a 2-dimensional simple FL -module Y on
which the elements c2 and d (whose cosets modulo 〈a, ab
2
c4〉 generate L/〈a, ab
2
c4〉)











Denoting by W the FH -module Y ↑H , it is routine to check that W is absolutely
simple. Next, consider the simple FG-module V := W ↑G . The restriction V ↓H
is certainly semisimple, and it can be shown that V ↓H' W ⊕W ⊕ Z , where the
simple constituent Z is not isomorphic to W (whence the assumption that W is
not induced from the normal core of H in G is really needed in Theorem 9.7 , and
even in Lemma 9.6). We also observe that Z , which induces V from H as well
as W , is not absolutely simple (its endomorphism ring is the finite field with 32
elements). Moreover, Z↓L is homogeneous, whereas W↓L is not.
Now, the FL-module Y is endowed with an L -invariant nonsingular symplectic
F -form (the action of L on Y is given by two matrices which lie in Sp(2, 3)), so that
W carries an H -invariant nonsingular symplectic F -form. Since the multiplicity of
W in V ↓H is 2, Lemma 8.1 yields that EndFG(V ) has even degree (namely 2) as a
field extension of EndFH(W ). Finally, any simple module for G (over an arbitrary
field) turns out to be self-contragredient because every element of G is conjugate to
its inverse, so Theorem 6.6 ensures that τV is the identity on EndFG(V ). In other
words, we are in the situation of Lemma 7.7(a), in a case in which the subgroup
H has index 3.
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